(2) 24" Pole w/AFCZS-66-2V
VESA 75/100 Compliant Monitor Holder

(3) Ø2" Grommet Holes

Working Surfaces
Banana Shape with Bumper Molding

28"-47"
Electronically Height Adjustable

AMBL001 Ambitask Light Combo w/Dimmer Switch

(2) Ø2" 18"H Pole with
AFCZS-66-02
VESA 75/100 Compliant Monitor Holder

(2) WMF100 Flexible Wire Management

MCH100 Cup Holder

SS9003 8 Plug Power Strip

TA002

28"-47"
Electronically Height Adjustable

(2) CPU-07
(mount on frame)

(5) Ø4" Casters
(2) Locking

ISOMETRIC VIEW

NOTES:
Shown images of
(4) Barco 5MP monitors in portrait &
(4) 19" monitors in landscape

MATERIAL:

DRAWN BY: BD
DATE: 05/07/14
DESCRIPTION:
Dual Tier Cart Banana Shape
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